


Our world will change more in the next 20 years than in the previous 300 years





Humanity ☯ TechnologyHumanity ☯ Technology



Qubit | Quantum Computing: WARP DRIVE for Human-Machine Convergence







The Future is not an extension of the present!











CONNECT EVERYTHING
CLOUD EVERYTHING

SMART EVERYTHING
COMPUTE ANYTHING
TRANSACT ANYTHING

DATA EVERYTHING

BECOME ANYTHING

The 9 game-changers

MAKE / PRINT ANYTHING
SEE  EVERYTHING



It could be heaven or it could be hell



It could be heaven or it could be hell



Intelligent Assistance (IA) | Artificial Intelligence | Artificial General / Super Intelligence 



“The social-media 
meltdown results 

from optimizing the 
wrong objective on 
a global scale with 
fairly unintelligent 

algorithms” 
Stuart Russell in ‘Human Compatible’





Google Duplex



How will we retain our own SKILLS and our AUTONOMY?





Too much of a good thing can be a very bad thing!



Getting this balance right is essential to your future
Privacy & Identity 
Security & Safety  
Agency & Autonomy 
Rights & Ethics 
HUMAN VALUES

Liquidity & Speed 
Efficiency & Ease  
Convenience  
Network Effect 
ECONOMIC VALUES



Customers aren’t algorithms. Relationships are downloaded. Trust isn’t digital.



#DigitalEthics



#DigitalEthics

"Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right (or the power) to do and what is the right thing to do”                                                        
adapted from Potter Stewart



Ethics is now a key COMPETITIVE OPPORTUNITY for every company and organisation







Automation Tax? Universal Basic Income?



Climate-change is a trigger forcing us to consider a new economic logic
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Climate 
Change 

Adaptation: 
Consequences
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(Human Change)



“Sustainable Capitalism”



“GNP (GDP) 
measures 

everything except 
that which makes 
life worthwhile”  

Senator Robert F. Kennedy 

March 18 1968

Not (just) shareholder value but STAKEHOLDER VALUE



     Re-defining ‘great company’



In a totally connected world, it will be your HUMANITY that differentiates you



Planners: learn how to navigate the game-changers, develop FORESIGHT



IMAGINE

OBSERVECREATE

UNDERSTAND



Awesome humans on-top of amazing technology!




